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Abstract
A common strategy in the numerical solution of partial differential equations is to define a uniform
discretization of a tensor-product multi-dimensional logical domain, which is mapped to a physical domain
through a given coordinate transformation. By extending this concept to a multi-patch setting, simple and
efficient numerical algorithms can be employed on relatively complex geometries. The main drawback of
such an approach is the inherent difficulty in dealing with singularities of the coordinate transformation.
This work suggests a comprehensive numerical strategy for the common situation of disk-like domains
with a singularity at a unique pole, where one edge of the rectangular logical domain collapses to one point of
the physical domain (for example, a circle). We present robust numerical methods for the solution of Vlasov-
like hyperbolic equations coupled to Poisson-like elliptic equations in such geometries. We describe a semi-
Lagrangian advection solver that employs a novel set of coordinates, named pseudo-Cartesian coordinates,
to integrate the characteristic equations in the whole domain, including the pole, and a finite element
elliptic solver based on globally C1 smooth splines (Toshniwal et al., 2017). The two solvers are tested
both independently and on a coupled model, namely the 2D guiding-center model for magnetized plasmas,
equivalent to a vorticity model for incompressible inviscid Euler fluids. The numerical methods presented
show high-order convergence in the space discretization parameters, uniformly across the computational
domain, without effects of order reduction due to the singularity. Dedicated tests show that the numerical
techniques described can be applied straightforwardly also in the presence of point charges (equivalently,
point-like vortices), within the context of particle-in-cell methods.
1 Introduction
This work is concerned with the solution of coupled hyperbolic and elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs)
on disk-like domains. These represent typically an approximation of more complex non-circular physical do-
mains, where the PDEs describing the physical system under study need to be solved. It is sometimes useful
to parametrize such physical domains by curvilinear coordinates instead of Cartesian coordinates. Such coordi-
nates, which we refer to as logical coordinates, may allow, for example, to describe more easily the boundary of
the physical domain of interest. This can be then obtained from the logical domain by applying a coordinate
transformation, which may introduce artificial singularities. In this work we denote by pΩ :“ r0, 1s ˆ r0, 2piq the
logical domain and by Ω Ă R2 the physical domain, which is the image of pΩ through a given coordinate mapping
F : pΩ Ñ R2. In other words, Ω :“ F ppΩq. Moreover, we denote by η :“ ps, θq P pΩ and x :“ px, yq P Ω the logical
and Cartesian coordinates, respectively: s P r0, 1s is a radial-like coordinate and θ P r0, 2piq is an angle-like
2pi-periodic coordinate. We consider, in particular, logical domains with a singularity at a unique pole, where
the edge s “ 0 of pΩ collapses to the point px0, y0q of Ω (the pole) through the mapping F . The simplest example
is a circular physical domain parametrized by polar coordinates pr, θq instead of Cartesian coordinates px, yq:
the polar transformation that maps pr, θq to px, yq becomes singular (that is, not invertible) at the center of the
domain as r Ñ 0`. Our approach is alternative to other standard strategies, such as, for example, employing
Cartesian coordinates and treating boundary conditions by means of the inverse Lax-Wendroff procedure [1].
Our target model is the 2D guiding-center model [2, 3]$&%
Bρ
Bt ´ E
y Bρ
Bx ` E
x Bρ
By “ 0 ,
´∇ ¨∇φ “ ρ ,
with
$&%ρp0, x, yq “ ρINpx, yq ,φpt, x, yq “ 0 on BΩ . (1)
In the context of plasma physics, (1) is typically used to describe low-density non-neutral plasmas [4–7] in a
uniform magnetic field B aligned with the direction perpendicular to the px, yq plane. The unknowns in (1)
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are the density of the plasma particles ρ and the electric scalar potential φ, related to the electric field via
E “ pEx, EyqT “ ´∇φ. The advection field p´Ey, ExqT , responsible for the transport of ρ in (1), represents
the E ˆ B drift velocity. From a mathematical point of view, this model is also equivalent to the 2D Euler
equations for incompressible inviscid fluids, with ´ρ representing the vorticity of the fluid and φ a stream
function. Indeed, (1) has been investigated also in the fluid dynamics community for a variety of problems
related to vortex dynamics and turbulence [8–11].
Regarding the numerical solution of (1), we are interested in solving the hyperbolic part (transport advection
equation for ρ) with the method of characteristics and the elliptic part (Poisson’s equation for φ) with a finite
element method based on B-splines. More precisely, the advection equation is solved by computing ρ on a
grid following the characteristics backward in time for a single time step and interpolating at the origin of
the characteristics using neighboring grid values of ρ at the previous time step. This procedure is referred to
as backward semi-Lagrangian method and was originally developed within the context of numerical weather
prediction [12–18] (see, for example, [19] for a comprehensive review). The method was applied later on to
Vlasov-like transport equations and drift-kinetic and gyrokinetic models in the context of plasma physics [20–
25]. One advantage of the semi-Lagrangian method is to avoid any limitation related to the Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewy (CFL) condition [26] in the region close to the pole, where the grid cells become smaller and smaller. This
scheme works on a structured logical mesh, which is usually constructed to be conformal to the level curves of
some given function (in physical applications, they may correspond to magnetic field flux surfaces for plasma
models or level curves of the stream function for fluid models). Since the method is based on the integration
of the characteristics, the choice of coordinates to be used while performing this integration turns out to be
crucial: such coordinates need indeed to be well-defined in the whole domain, including the pole. The choice of
coordinates that we propose, described in detail in section 4, fulfills this aim without affecting the robustness,
efficiency and accuracy of the numerical scheme. The same coordinates can be used as well for the forward time
integration of the trajectories of point charges or point-like vortices.
On the other hand, the elliptic Poisson equation is solved with a finite element method based on B-splines.
We require the advection field p´Ey, ExqT to be continuous everywhere in the domain. This means that φ, from
which E is obtained by means of derivatives, has to be C1 smooth everywhere in the domain. This is difficult to
achieve at the pole. Therefore, we follow the approach recently developed in [27] to define a set of globally C1
smooth spline basis functions on singular mapped disk-like domains. A higher degree of smoothness, consistent
with the spline degree, may be imposed as well, if needed.
This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 describe singular mapped disk-like domains in more
detail, together with their discrete representation. Section 4 presents our numerical strategy to solve advection
problems on such domains, including numerical tests. Section 5 describes our finite element elliptic solver based
on globally C1 smooth splines, including numerical tests. Section 6 describes how to couple the two numerical
schemes in order to solve a self-consistent hyperbolic-elliptic problem and presents the results of different nu-
merical tests in various domains.
Remark (Notation). In this work, all quantities defined on the logical domain pΩ are denoted by placing a
hat over their symbols. On the other hand, the corresponding quantities defined on the physical domain Ω are
denoted by the same symbols without the hat. For example, denoting by α a scalar quantity of interest, we
have pα : pΩ Ñ R and α : Ω Ñ R, and the two functions are related via pα “ α˝F . For time-dependent quantities,
the domain pΩ (respectively, Ω) is replaced by R` ˆ pΩ (respectively, R` ˆ Ω). Moreover, for vector quantities,
the codomain R is replaced by R2.
2 Singular mapped disk-like domains
As already mentioned, we denote by pΩ :“ r0, 1s ˆ r0, 2piq the logical domain and by Ω Ă R2 the physical domain,
obtained from pΩ through a given coordinate mapping F : pΩ Ñ R2. Moreover, we denote by η :“ ps, θq P pΩ and
x :“ px, yq P Ω the logical and Cartesian coordinates, respectively. We consider, in particular, logical domains
with a singularity at a unique pole, where the edge s “ 0 of pΩ collapses to the point px0, y0q of Ω (the pole):
F p0, θq “ px0, y0q for all θ. In the following, two analytical examples of such mappings are provided. The first
mapping is defined in [28] as
xps, θq :“ x0 ` p1´ κqs cos θ ´∆ s2 ,
yps, θq :“ y0 ` p1` κqs sin θ , (2)
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where κ and ∆ denote the elongation and the Shafranov shift, respectively. For s “ 0 the mapping collapses to
the pole px0, y0q. The Jacobian matrix of the mapping, denoted by JF , reads
JF ps, θq “
„p1´ κq cos θ ´ 2 ∆ s pκ´ 1qs sin θ
p1` κq sin θ p1` κqs cos θ

,
with determinant
det JF ps, θq “ sp1` κqrp1´ κq ´ 2 ∆ s cos θs ,
which vanishes at the pole. The Jacobian matrix of the inverse transformation reads
J´1F ps, θq “
1
det JF ps, θq
„p1` κqs cos θ p1´ κqs sin θ
´p1` κq sin θ p1´ κq cos θ ´ 2 ∆ s

,
and it is singular at the pole. The second mapping is defined in [29] as
xps, θq :“ 1
ε
ˆ
1´a1` εpε` 2 s cos θq˙ ,
yps, θq :“ y0 ` e ξ s sin θ2´a1` εpε` 2 s cos θq “ y0 ` e ξ s sin θ1` ε xps, θq ,
(3)
where ε and e denote the inverse aspect ratio and the ellipticity, respectively, and ξ :“ 1{a1´ ε2{4. For s “ 0
the mapping collapses to the pole px0, y0q “ pp1´
?
1` ε2q{ε, y0q. The Jacobian matrix of the mapping reads
JF ps, θq “ e ξ1` ε xps, θq
»————–
´1` ε xps, θq1´ ε xps, θq
cos θ
e ξ
1` ε xps, θq
1´ ε xps, θq
s sin θ
e ξ
sin θ ` ε s sin θ cos θ1´ ε2 x2ps, θq s cos θ ´
ε s2 sin2 θ
1´ ε2 x2ps, θq
fiffiffiffiffifl ,
with determinant
det JF ps, θq “ s
ε xps, θq ´ 1 ,
which vanishes at the pole. The Jacobian matrix of the inverse transformation reads
J´1F ps, θq “
1
det JF ps, θq
»————–
s cos θ ´ ε s
2 sin2 θ
1´ ε2 x2ps, θq ´
1` ε xps, θq
1´ ε xps, θq
s sin θ
e ξ
´ sin θ ´ ε s sin θ cos θ1´ ε2 x2ps, θq ´
1` ε xps, θq
1´ ε xps, θq
cos θ
e ξ
fiffiffiffiffifl ,
and it is again singular at the pole. In all the numerical tests considered in this work, mapping (2) is set up
with the parameters
px0, y0q “ p0, 0q , κ “ 0.3 , ∆ “ 0.2 , (4)
and mapping (3) is set up with the parameters
y0 “ 0 , ε “ 0.3 , e “ 1.4 , (5)
which yield x0 « ´0.15. Figure 1 shows the physical domains obtained with these mappings.
3 Discrete spline mappings
In practical applications it may not be possible to have an analytical description of the mapping that represents
the physical domain of interest, as in the examples discussed above. Moreover, we are going to solve the elliptic
equation in (1) with a finite element method based on B-splines. Our numerical method is therefore based
on a machinery inherently defined at the discrete level. Hence, we need to have a discrete counterpart of the
analytical singular mapped disk-like domains discussed in the previous section.
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Figure 1: Disk-like domains defined by the mappings (2) (left) and (3) (right). Lines originating from the pole
are isolines at constant θ and lines concentric around the pole are isolines at constant s.
We start by defining a 2D tensor-product spline basis of clamped B-splines of degree p1 in s P r0, 1s and
2pi-periodic B-splines of degree p2 in θ P r0, 2piq: t pBi1i2ps, θq :“ pBsi1psq pBθi2pθq un1,n2i1,i2“1. The domain along each
direction is decomposed into 1D intervals, also referred to as cells, whose limit points are named break points.
More precisely, the domain r0, 1s along s is decomposed into nc1 :“ n1 ´ p1 cells with nb1 :“ nc1 ` 1 break points,
denoted by tsi1unb1i1“1, and the domain r0, 2piq along θ is decomposed into nc2 :“ n2 cells with nb2 :“ nc2 ` 1 break
points, denoted by tsθi2unb2i2“1. From the break points, we define a knot sequence ttsi1unb1`p1i1“1´p1 of nb1 ` 2p1 open
knots along s and a knot sequence ttθi2un
b
2`p2
i2“1´p2 of n
b
2 ` 2p2 periodic knots along θ:
tsi1 :“
$’&’%
s1 i1 “ 1´ p1, . . . , 0si1 i1 “ 1, . . . , nb1snb1 i1 “ nb1 ` 1, . . . , nb1 ` p1
tθi2 :“
$’’&’’%
sθnb2`i2 ´ 2pi i2 “ 1´ p2, . . . , 0sθi2 i2 “ 1, . . . , nb2sθi2´nb2 ` 2pi i2 “ nb2 ` 1, . . . , nb2 ` p2
Due to the open knot sequence, the basis functions pBsi1psq satisfy the following properties:pBs1 p0q “ 1 , pBsi1p0q “ 0 for i1 “ 2, . . . , n1 ,pBsn1p1q “ 1 , pBsi1p1q “ 0 for i1 “ 1, . . . , n1 ´ 1 .
Moreover, their derivatives satisfy the following property:
p pBs1q1p0q “ ´p pBs2q1p0q ‰ 0 , p pBsi1q1p0q “ 0 for i1 “ 3, . . . , n1 .
Based on this spline basis, we define a discrete representation of our analytical singular mapped disk-like domains
as
xps, θq :“
n1ÿ
i1“1
n2ÿ
i2“1
cxi1i2
pBsi1psq pBθi2pθq “ x0 pBs1psq ` n1ÿ
i1“2
n2ÿ
i2“1
cxi1i2
pBsi1psq pBθi2pθq ,
yps, θq :“
n1ÿ
i1“1
n2ÿ
i2“1
cyi1i2
pBsi1psq pBθi2pθq “ y0 pBs1psq ` n1ÿ
i1“2
n2ÿ
i2“1
cyi1i2
pBsi1psq pBθi2pθq .
(6)
The control points pcxi1i2 , cyi1i2q are obtained by interpolating the corresponding analytical mapping on the so-
4
called Greville points [30, 31], defined as
si1 :“ 1p1
i1ÿ
j1“i1`1´p1
tsj1 , i1 “ 1, . . . , n1 ,
θi2 :“ 1p2
i2ÿ
j2“i2`1´p2
tθj2 , i2 “ 1, . . . , n2 .
(7)
Such points are averages of the knots generally lying near the values corresponding to the maximum of the basis
functions. In the case of a periodic domain the Greville averages reduce to either the break points themselves
or the mid-points of each cell, depending on whether the degree of the B-splines is odd or even, respectively.
For more general practical applications, for example in the context of magnetized fusion plasmas, the control
points pcxi1i2 , cyi1i2q could be given as an input from any code capable of constructing a mesh conformal to the
flux surfaces of a given equilibrium magnetic field, such as, for example, the software Tokamesh [32]. Finally,
we note that all the control points at i1 “ 1 are equal to the pole, pcx1i2 , cy1i2q “ px0, y0q, which is another way
of saying that the edge s “ 0 of the logical domain collapses to the pole of the physical domain.
In order to compute integrals on the logical domain, 1` p1 Gauss-Legendre quadrature points and weights
are introduced in each cell of the domain r0, 1s along s and 1`p2 Gauss-Legendre quadrature points and weights
are introduced in each cell of the domain r0, 2piq along θ.
4 Semi-Lagrangian advection solver
We now consider the hyperbolic advection equation in the guiding-center model (1):
Bρ
Bt ´ E
y Bρ
Bx ` E
x Bρ
By “ 0 . (8)
We are interested in solving (8) with the backward semi-Lagrangian method, which we review briefly in the
following. We first note that (8) can be also written as
d
dt ρpt,xptqq “ 0 , (9)
with
dx
dt “ Apt,xq , (10)
where we introduced the advection field A :“ p´Ey, ExqT . The characteristics of (9) (and, equivalently, (8))
are the solutions of the dynamical system (10) with given initial conditions. The information contained in (9) is
that its solution ρ is conserved along the characteristics (10). When we solve (9) numerically, we are interested
in knowing the value of ρ at a given time t and a given mesh point xij (assuming to have a mesh in the Cartesian
coordinates x), and the information at our disposal is the set of values of ρ at the previous time t´∆t at each
mesh point. We then integrate the characteristics (10) backward in time to find the origin xi˚j at time t´∆t of
the characteristic passing through xij at time t, and set ρpt,xijq “ ρpt´∆t,xi˚jq. Typically, the point xi˚j does
not coincide with a mesh point and the value ρpt´∆t,xi˚jq, which is not immediately available, is obtained by
interpolating the values of ρ at time t´∆t and at mesh points in some neighborhood of xi˚j .
We now discuss the optimal choice of coordinates for the integration of the characteristics (10). In the
following we denote dx{dt as .x and recall that the advection field available at the discrete level is the advection
field pA defined on the logical domain. It is natural to think of integrating the characteristic equations in either
Cartesian or logical coordinates. However, both choices present some drawbacks. The characteristic equations
in Cartesian coordinates x read
.
x “ pApt,F´1pxqq . (11)
These equations are well-defined everywhere in the domain, but they become computationally expensive if the
mapping F is not easy to invert. On the other hand, the characteristic equations in logical coordinates η read
.
η “ J´1F pApt,ηq . (12)
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Figure 2: Pseudo-Cartesian coordinates: the light-gray grids represent the grids in the pseudo-Cartesian coor-
dinates pX,Y q for disk-like domains defined by the mappings (2) (left) and (3) (right).
These equations are not defined at the pole s “ 0, because J´1F is singular there. We then suggest to introduce
the new coordinates X :“ pX,Y q defined by the polar transformation
Xps, θq :“ s cos θ ,
Y ps, θq :“ s sin θ , (13)
which we name pseudo-Cartesian coordinates. We denote by G : pΩ Ñ R2 the new mapping defined by
Gpηq :“X, and by JG its Jacobian, given by
JGps, θq “
„
cos θ ´s sin θ
sin θ s cos θ

.
The pseudo-Cartesian coordinates for the domains defined by the mappings (2) and (3) are shown in Figure 2.
In the simplest case of a circular mapping, they reduce to standard Cartesian coordinates. The characteristic
equations in pseudo-Cartesian coordinates X read
.
X “ pJF J´1G q´1 pApt,G´1pXqq , (14)
where JF J´1G represents the Jacobian of the composite mapping F ˝ G´1 defined by F ˝G´1pXq “ x. For
a circular mapping, F ˝G´1 reduces to the identity and (14) reduces to (11), which works well because F´1
(inverse polar transformation) is easy to compute. For more complex non-circular mappings, (14) is more
convenient than (11) because the mapping G is easier to invert than the original mapping F . More precisely,
the inverse mapping G´1 is analytical and reads
spX,Y q “
a
X2 ` Y 2 ,
θpX,Y q “ atan2pY,Xq , (15)
where atan2pY,Xq returns the principal value of the argument function applied to the complex number X ` iY
in the range p´pi, pis (which then must be shifted appropriately to the domain r0, 2piq). Moreover, the inverse
Jacobian matrix pJF J´1G q´1 in (14) turns out to be well-behaved everywhere in the physical domain, including
the pole. More precisely, the singularity of the inverse Jacobian matrix
J´1G ps, θq “
»– cos θ sin θ
´1
s
sin θ 1
s
cos θ
fifl ,
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in the limit sÑ 0`, is canceled by the matrix elements of JF . The product JF J´1G in general reads
JF J
´1
G ps, θq “
»————–
Bx
Bs cos θ ´
1
s
Bx
Bθ sin θ
Bx
Bs sin θ `
1
s
Bx
Bθ cos θ
By
Bs cos θ ´
1
s
By
Bθ sin θ
By
Bs sin θ `
1
s
By
Bθ cos θ
fiffiffiffiffifl . (16)
From an analytical point of view, (16) holds for all values of s except at the pole s “ 0. However, the products
1
s
Bx
Bθ and
1
s
By
Bθ are finite and well-defined in the limit s Ñ 0
`. From a numerical point of view, (16) holds for
all values of s sufficiently far from the pole, as far as the factor 1{s does not become too large. Therefore, we
assume that (16) holds for s ě , for a given small . More precisely, the derivatives Bx{Bθ and By{Bθ vanish
for s “ 0. Hence, expanding in s around s “ 0, we have
Bx
Bθ ps, θq “
Bx
Bθ p0, θq ` s
B2x
Bs Bθ p0, θq `Ops
2q “ s B
2x
Bs Bθ p0, θq `Ops
2q ,
By
Bθ ps, θq “
By
Bθ p0, θq ` s
B2y
Bs Bθ p0, θq `Ops
2q “ s B
2y
Bs Bθ p0, θq `Ops
2q ,
which yields
lim
sÑ0`
1
s
Bx
Bθ ps, θq “
B2x
Bs Bθ p0, θq ,
lim
sÑ0`
1
s
By
Bθ ps, θq “
B2y
Bs Bθ p0, θq .
Therefore, the product JF J´1G at the pole s “ 0 reads
JF J
´1
G p0, θq “
»————–
Bx
Bs p0, θq cos θ ´
B2x
Bs Bθ p0, θq sin θ
Bx
Bs p0, θq sin θ `
B2x
Bs Bθ p0, θq cos θ
By
Bs p0, θq cos θ ´
B2y
Bs Bθ p0, θq sin θ
By
Bs p0, θq sin θ `
B2y
Bs Bθ p0, θq cos θ
fiffiffiffiffifl . (17)
For example, in the case of mapping (2) we get
pJF J´1G q´1p0, θq “
»—– 11´ κ 0
0 11` κ
fiffifl , (18)
and, similarly, in the case of mapping (3) we get
pJF J´1G q´1p0, θq “
»—–´
?
1` ε2 0
0 2´
?
1` ε2
e ξ
fiffifl . (19)
In order to connect (16) and (17) in a smooth way, for 0 ă s ă  we interpolate linearly the value at the pole
s “ 0 and the value at s “ , obtaining
pJF J´1G q´1ps, θq “
ˆ
1´ s

˙
pJF J´1G q´1p0, θq `
s

pJF J´1G q´1p, θq .
We remark that the result obtained in (17) needs to be single-valued, and hence should not depend on the
angle-like variable θ. This is true if we consider analytical mappings such as (2) and (3), as demonstrated by
(18) and (19), respectively. If we consider, instead, a discrete representation of the aforementioned mappings,
defined, for example, in terms of splines, we observe a residual dependence of (17) on θ. It is possible to
measure the discrepancy between the matrix elements of pJF J´1G q´1p0, θq, computed by inverting (17) (with
the derivatives evaluated from the discrete spline mapping (6)), and the corresponding analytical θ-independent
matrix elements. As a measure of the error, we consider the maximum among all matrix elements and all values
of θ for a given interpolation grid. The results in Table 1 show that such errors become asymptotically small
7
Circular mapping Mapping (2) Mapping (3)
n1 ˆ n2 Error Order Error Order Error Order
16ˆ 32 8.30ˆ 10´6 1.19ˆ 10´5 8.66ˆ 10´6
32ˆ 64 5.17ˆ 10´7 4.01 7.38ˆ 10´7 4.01 5.39ˆ 10´7 4.01
64ˆ 128 3.23ˆ 10´8 4.00 4.61ˆ 10´8 4.00 3.37ˆ 10´8 4.00
128ˆ 256 2.02ˆ 10´9 4.00 2.88ˆ 10´9 4.00 2.94ˆ 10´9 3.52
256ˆ 512 1.26ˆ 10´10 4.00 1.80ˆ 10´10 4.00 3.69ˆ 10´10 3.00
Table 1: Convergence of the product pJF J´1G q´1 to the corresponding θ-independent analytical values for a
circular mapping and for the mappings (2) and (3).
as the computational mesh is refined (that is, as the number of interpolation points is increased). Such errors
do not constitute a problem if they turn out to be smaller than the overall numerical accuracy of our scheme.
However, we suggest to guarantee that (17) is truly single-valued by taking an average of (17) over all values of
θ in the interpolation grid. This may become particularly useful if implicit integration schemes are used, when
the magnitude of the aforementioned errors may become comparable to the tolerances chosen for the implicit
methods of choice. We also remark that the parameter  can be chosen arbitrarily small, as far as it avoids
underflows and overflows in floating point arithmetic. For all the numerical tests discussed in this work we set
 “ 10´12. We note that the origin of a given characteristic may be located arbitrarily close to the pole (with
the pole itself being indeed the first point of our computational mesh in the radial-like direction s). Therefore,
a numerical strategy for the computation of the product pJF J´1G q´1 at the pole and in the region close to it,
where the factor 1{s appearing in (16) is numerically too large, cannot be avoided.
4.1 Numerical tests
We test the advection solver for the stationary rotating advection field
Apx, yq :“ ω
ˆ
yc ´ y
x´ xc
˙
, (20)
with ω “ 2pi and pxc, ycq “ p0.25, 0q. The numerical test is performed on mapping (3) with the parameters
in (5). The flow field corresponding to the advection field (20) can be computed analytically and reads
xpt`∆tq “ xc ` pxptq ´ xcq cospω∆tq ´ pyptq ´ ycq sinpω∆tq ,
ypt`∆tq “ yc ` pxptq ´ xcq sinpω∆tq ` pyptq ´ ycq cospω∆tq , (21)
where ∆t denotes the time step. Therefore, the numerical solution can be compared to the exact one obtained
from the analytical flow field by the method of characteristics, ρexpt, xptq, yptqq “ ρp0, xp0q, yp0qq, where the
initial position pxp0q, yp0qq is obtained from (21) with ∆t “ ´t. The initial condition is set to a superposition
of cosine bells with elliptical cross sections:
ρp0, x, yq :“ 12
„
G`r1px, yq˘` Gpr2px, yq˘ ,
with Gprq defined as
Gprq :“
$’&’%cos
ˆ
pir
2a
˙4
r ă a ,
0 elsewhere ,
with a “ 0.3, and r1px, yq and r2px, yq defined as
r1px, yq :“
apx´ x0q2 ` 8py ´ y0q2 , r2px, yq :“a8px´ x0q2 ` py ´ y0q2 .
This test case is inspired by one presented in [33, section 5.2]: the non-Gaussian initial condition allows us
to possibly detect any deformation of the initial density perturbation while rotating under the action of the
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Figure 3: Numerical test of the advection solver: contour plot of the density ρ at a given time. The dashed
circle represents the trajectory that the initial density perturbation is expected to follow under the action of
the rotating advection field (20).
advection field (20). Denoting by ∆ρ :“ ρ´ ρex the numerical error, that is, the difference between the numerical
solution and the exact one, measures of the error of our numerical scheme are obtained by taking the L8-norm
in time of the spatial L2-norm of ∆ρ,
max
t
||∆ρ||L2 :“ max
t
˜dż
Ω
dxdy r∆ρpt, x, yqs2
¸
“ max
t
˜dż
pΩ dsdθ |det JF ps, θq| r∆pρpt, s, θqs2
¸
,
computed using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature points and weights mentioned in section 3, and the L8-norm
in time of the spatial L8-norm of ∆ρ,
max
t
||∆ρ||L8 :“ max
t
max
px,yqPΩ
|∆ρpt, x, yq| “ max
t
max
ps,θqPpΩ |∆pρpt, s, θq| ,
computed on the Greville points (7). We remark that the pole is included when we estimate the spatial L8-norm.
Table 2 shows the convergence of our numerical scheme while decreasing the time step ∆t and correspondingly
refining the spatial mesh by increasing the number of points n1 in the direction s and the number of points
n2 in the direction θ (in order to keep the CFL number constant), using cubic splines and an explicit third-
order Runge-Kutta method for the integration of the characteristics. We note that there are no effects of order
reduction due to the singularity at the pole. Standard tensor-product spline interpolation turns out to work
well in the presence of analytical advection fields, provided our choice of coordinates for the time integration
of the characteristics. The time integration algorithm is as follows. Starting from a mesh point ηij :“ psi, θjq
with pseudo-Cartesian coordinates Xij :“ Gpηijq, we compute the first-stage, second-stage and third-stage
derivatives and solutions
1.
.
X
p1q
ij :“ pJF J´1G q´1pηijq pApηijq , Xp1qij :“Xij ´ ∆t2 .Xp1qij , ηp1qij :“ G´1pXp1qij q ;
2.
.
X
p2q
ij :“ pJF J´1G q´1pηp1qij q pApηp1qij q , Xp2qij :“Xij ´∆t ”2 .Xp2qij ´ .Xp1qij ı , ηp2qij :“ G´1pXp2qij q ;
3.
.
X
p3q
ij :“ pJF J´1G q´1pηp2qij q pApηp2qij q , Xp3qij :“Xij ´ ∆t6 ” .Xp1qij ` 4 .Xp2qij ` .Xp3qij ı , ηp3qij :“ G´1pXp3qij q .
The logical coordinates ηp3qij obtained represent the origin of the characteristic at time t ´∆t passing through
the point ηij at time t.
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∆t n1 ˆ n2 maxt ||∆ρ||L2 Order maxt ||∆ρ||L8 Order
0.1 64ˆ 128 3.25ˆ 10´2 3.53ˆ 10´1
0.1{2 128ˆ 256 4.10ˆ 10´3 2.99 4.34ˆ 10´2 3.02
0.1{4 256ˆ 512 5.11ˆ 10´4 3.00 5.09ˆ 10´3 3.09
0.1{8 512ˆ 1024 6.39ˆ 10´5 3.00 6.13ˆ 10´4 3.05
0.1{16 1024ˆ 2048 7.98ˆ 10´6 3.00 7.52ˆ 10´5 3.03
Table 2: Third-order convergence of the advection solver using cubic splines and an explicit third-order Runge-
Kutta method for the integration of the characteristics.
5 Finite element elliptic solver
We now focus on the elliptic Poisson equation in the guiding-center model (1):
´∇ ¨∇φ “ ρ . (22)
We want to solve this equation with a finite element method based on B-splines. Following an isogeometric
analysis approach, we use the same spline basis used to construct the discrete spline mappings as a basis for
our finite element method. The aim is to obtain a potential φ which is C1 smooth everywhere in the physical
domain, including the pole, so that the corresponding advection fields for the transport of ρ are continuous.
This is achieved by imposing appropriate C1 smoothness constraints on the spline basis while solving the linear
system obtained from the weak form of (22). A systematic approach to define a set of globally C1 smooth
spline basis functions on singular mapped disk-like domains was developed in [27] and we now recall its basic
ideas ([27] actually suggests a more general procedure valid also for higher-order smoothness, consistent with
the spline degree).
5.1 C1 smooth polar splines
The idea is to satisfy the C1 smoothness requirements by imposing appropriate constraints on the 2n2 degrees
of freedom corresponding to i1 “ 1, 2 for all i2. More precisely, the 2n2 basis functions corresponding to these
degrees of freedom are replaced by only three new basis functions, defined as linear combinations of the existing
ones. In order to guarantee the properties of partition of unity and positivity, [27] suggests to use barycentric
coordinates to construct these linear combinations. Taking an equilateral triangle enclosing the pole and the
first row of control points pcx2 i2 , cy2 i2q, with vertices
V1 :“ px0 ` τ, y0q , V2 :“
ˆ
x0 ´ τ2 , y0 `
?
3
2 τ
˙
, V3 :“
ˆ
x0 ´ τ2 , y0 ´
?
3
2 τ
˙
,
where px0, y0q denotes the Cartesian coordinates of the pole and τ is defined as
τ :“ max
„
max
i2
`´2pcx2 i2 ´ x0q˘ ,maxi2 ´pcx2 i2 ´ x0q ´ ?3pcy2 i2 ´ y0q¯ ,maxi2 ´pcx2 i2 ´ x0q ` ?3pcy2 i2 ´ y0q¯

,
we denote by pλ1, λ2, λ3q the barycentric coordinates of any point with respect to the vertices of this triangle:
λ1px, yq :“ 13 `
2
3
1
τ
px´ x0q ,
λ2px, yq :“ 13 ´
1
3
1
τ
px´ x0q `
?
3
3
1
τ
py ´ y0q ,
λ3px, yq :“ 13 ´
1
3
1
τ
px´ x0q ´
?
3
3
1
τ
py ´ y0q .
Then, the three new basis functions are denoted by pBl, for l “ 1, 2, 3, and defined as
pBlps, θq :“ 2ÿ
i1“1
n2ÿ
i2“1
λlpcxi1i2 , cyi1i2q pBsi1psq pBθi2pθq .
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It is easy to show that these basis functions are positive, pBlps, θq ě 0 @ps, θq and @l, and that they satisfy the
partition of unity property, namely
3ÿ
l“1
pBlps, θq ` n1ÿ
i1“3
n2ÿ
i2“1
pBsi1psq pBθi2pθq “ 1 @ps, θq . (23)
Moreover, the new basis functions Bl, related to pBl via pBl “ Bl ˝ F , are C1 smooth everywhere in the physical
domain.
5.2 Finite element solver
We now consider a more general version of Poisson’s equation (22) which includes a finite set of nc point charges,
denoted with the label c, of charges qc and positions pxc, ycq. Denoting by ρSL and ρPIC the semi-Lagrangian
density and the particle density, respectively, we rewrite (22) as
´∇ ¨∇φ “ ρSL ` ρPIC , with ρPICpx, yq :“
ncÿ
c“1
qc δpx´ xcqδpy ´ ycq , (24)
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions φpx, yq “ 0 on BΩ (omitting the time dependence of φ). We
impose these boundary conditions by removing the corresponding basis functions from both the test space and
the trial space. More precisely, we choose as test and trial spaces the space defined by the tensor-product
spline basis t pBi1i2ps, θq :“ pBsi1psq pBθi2pθq un1´1,n2i1,i2“1 , where we remove the last n2 basis functions corresponding to
i1 “ n1. Hence, the weak form of (24) readsż
Ω
dx dy∇φ ¨∇Bi1i2 “
ż
Ω
dx dy ρSLBi1i2 `
ncÿ
c“1
qcBi1i2pxc, ycq , @i1, i2 .
We now expand φ on the trial space,
φ “
n1´1ÿ
j1“1
n2ÿ
j2“1
φj1j2 Bj1j2 ,
and ρSL on the full tensor-product space (without removing the last n2 basis functions, as the space where ρSL
is defined is completely independent from the test and trial spaces),
ρSL “
n1ÿ
k1“1
n2ÿ
k2“1
ρk1k2 Bk1k2 .
To sum up, the following integer indices are being used:
i1 “ 1, . . . , n1 ´ 1 i2 “ 1, . . . , n2 (test space)
j1 “ 1, . . . , n1 ´ 1 j2 “ 1, . . . , n2 (trial space)
k1 “ 1, . . . , n1 k2 “ 1, . . . , n2 (space of ρSL)
Hence, we obtain
n1´1ÿ
j1“1
n2ÿ
j2“1
φj1j2
ż
Ω
dx dy∇Bj1j2 ¨∇Bi1i2 “
n1ÿ
k1“1
n2ÿ
k2“1
ρk1k2
ż
Ω
dxdy Bk1k2 Bi1i2 `
ncÿ
c“1
qcBi1i2pxc, ycq , @i1, i2 .
We now introduce the tensors
Si1i2j1j2 :“
ż
Ω
dx dy∇Bj1j2 ¨∇Bi1i2 “
ż
pΩ dsdθ |det JF | p∇ pBj1j2 ¨ g´1 ¨ p∇ pBi1i2 ,
Mi1i2k1k2 :“
ż
Ω
dx dy Bk1k2 Bi1i2 “
ż
pΩ dsdθ |det JF | pBk1k2 pBi1i2 ,
(25)
where p∇ denotes the gradient in the logical domain, defined as p∇ pf :“ ˜B pfBs , B pfBθ
¸T
for any function pf P C1ppΩq,
and g´1 denotes the inverse metric tensor of the logical coordinate system. Such integrals are computed using
the Gauss-Legendre quadrature points and weights mentioned in section 3. We then obtain
n1´1ÿ
j1“1
n2ÿ
j2“1
Si1i2j1j2 φj1j2 “
n1ÿ
k1“1
n2ÿ
k2“1
Mi1i2k1k2 ρk1k2 `
ncÿ
c“1
qc pBi1i2psc, θcq , @i1, i2 . (26)
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Here, the basis functions pBi1i2 in the last term are evaluated at the positions psc, θcq “ F´1pxc, ycq of the point
charges in the logical domain. We remark that, when Poisson’s equation is coupled to the advection equation
for ρ in the guiding-center model, F´1pxc, ycq needs only to be computed at the beginning of a simulation:
later on, the particle equations of motion are integrated using the pseudo-Cartesian coordinates pXc, Ycq and
therefore psc, θcq “ G´1pXc, Ycq. Equation (26) can be written in matrix form as follows. Defining the new
integer indices
i :“ pi1 ´ 1qn2 ` i2 “ 1, . . . , pn1 ´ 1qn2 (test space)
j :“ pj1 ´ 1qn2 ` j2 “ 1, . . . , pn1 ´ 1qn2 (trial space)
k :“ pk1 ´ 1qn2 ` k2 “ 1, . . . , n1n2 (space of ρSL)
we can write (26) as
Sφ “MρSL ` ρPIC , (27)
where we introduced the matrices S and M with elements pSqij :“ Si1i2j1j2 and pMqik :“ Mi1i2k1k2 , and the
vectors φ, ρSL and ρPIC with elements pφqj :“ φj1j2 , pρSLqk :“ ρk1k2 and pρPICqi :“
řnc
c“1 qc pBi1i2psc, θcq. The
C1 smoothness constraint is imposed by applying to the tensor-product spline basis of the test and trial spaces
the restriction operator (using a notation similar to [27, section 3.3])
E :“
ˆ sE 0
0 I
˙
,
where sE contains the barycentric coordinates of the pole and of the first row of control points. More precisely, sE
is a 2n2ˆ3 matrix with elements sEil :“ λlpcxi1i2 , cyi1i2q and I is the identity matrix of size rpn1´3qn2sˆrpn1´3qn2s.
Hence, the restriction operator E is a matrix of size rpn1 ´ 1qn2s ˆ r3` pn1 ´ 3qn2s. Therefore, (27) becomessSsφ “ ET pMρSL ` ρPICq , (28)
where sS :“ ETSE and the solution vector sφ is of size r3 ` pn1 ´ 3qn2s. The matrix sS is symmetric and
positive-definite, hence we can solve the linear system (28) with the conjugate gradient method [34, 35]. The
resulting solution is then prolonged back to the trial space via φ “ Esφ.
5.3 Numerical tests
We test the Poisson solver with the method of manufactured solutions, looking for an exact solution of the form
pφexps, θq :“ p1´ s2q cosp2pi xps, θqq sinp2pi yps, θqq ,
on the physical domain defined by mapping (2). Denoting by ∆φ :“ φ´ φex the numerical error, that is the
difference between the numerical solution and the exact one, measures of the error are obtained by computing
the spatial L2-norm of ∆φ,
||∆φ||L2 :“
dż
Ω
dx dy r∆φpx, yqs2 “
dż
pΩ dsdθ |det JF ps, θq|
”
∆pφps, θqı2 ,
computed using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature points and weights mentioned in section 3, and the spatial
L8-norm of ∆φ,
||∆φ||L8 :“ maxpx,yqPΩ |∆φpx, yq| “ maxps,θqPpΩ
ˇˇˇ
∆pφps, θqˇˇˇ ,
computed on the Greville points (7). We remark again that the pole is included when we estimate the spatial
L8-norm. Numerical results are shown in Figure 4. Table 3 shows the convergence of the solver while increasing
the mesh size using cubic splines.
5.4 Evaluation of the electric field
The advection fields for the transport of ρ in the guiding-center model (1) are obtained from the potential φ by
means of derivatives. This section suggests a strategy to evaluate the Cartesian components of the gradient ofpφ while taking into account the singularity at the pole. We denote again by p∇pφ the gradient of pφ in the logical
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Figure 4: Numerical solution of Poisson’s equation on a disk-like domain defined by mapping (2) with the
parameters in (4): contour plots of the numerical solution (left) and error (right), obtained with n1 ˆ n2 “
128ˆ 256 and cubic splines.
n1 ˆ n2 ||∆φ||L2 Order ||∆φ||L8 Order
32ˆ 64 7.10ˆ 10´5 4.17ˆ 10´5
64ˆ 128 3.87ˆ 10´6 4.20 2.31ˆ 10´6 4.17
128ˆ 256 2.33ˆ 10´7 4.05 1.41ˆ 10´7 4.03
256ˆ 512 1.44ˆ 10´8 4.02 8.78ˆ 10´9 4.01
512ˆ 1024 8.99ˆ 10´10 4.00 5.48ˆ 10´10 4.00
Table 3: Numerical solution of Poisson’s equation on a disk-like domain defined by mapping (2) with the
parameters in (4): fourth-order convergence of the solver using cubic splines.
domain. The Cartesian components of the gradient are obtained from the logical ones by applying the inverse
of the transposed Jacobian matrix:
∇pφps, θq “ pJ´1F qT ps, θq p∇pφps, θq . (29)
From an analytical point of view, (29) holds for all values of s ą 0 and its limit as s Ñ 0` is finite and
unique. From a numerical point of view, (29) holds for all values of s sufficiently far from the pole, as far as
the inverse Jacobian does not become too large. Therefore, we assume that (29) holds for s ě , for a given
small . For s “ 0 the partial derivative with respect to θ vanishes and all the information is contained in the
partial derivative with respect to s, which takes a different value for each value of θ. Recalling that a partial
derivative has the geometrical meaning of a directional derivative along a vector of the tangent basis, the idea
is to combine two given values corresponding to two different values of θ and extract from them the Cartesian
components of the gradient at the pole. The two chosen values of θ must correspond to linearly independent
directions, so that from
Bpφ
Bs p0, θ1q “∇
pφ ¨ es “ p∇pφqx BxBs p0, θ1q ` p∇pφqy ByBs p0, θ1q ,
Bpφ
Bs p0, θ2q “∇
pφ ¨ es “ p∇pφqx BxBs p0, θ2q ` p∇pφqy ByBs p0, θ2q ,
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the two components p∇pφqx and p∇pφqy can be obtained. Each possible couple of linearly independent directions
produces the same result. In order to connect the two approaches in a smooth way, for 0 ă s ă  we interpolate
linearly the value at the pole s “ 0 and the value at s “ :
∇pφps, θq “ ˆ1´ s

˙
∇pφp0, θq ` s

∇pφp, θq .
We remark that the parameter  can be chosen arbitrarily small, as far as it avoids underflows and overflows in
floating point arithmetic. For all the numerical tests discussed in this work we set  “ 10´12.
6 Self-consistent test cases: the guiding-center model
We now address the solution of the guiding-center model$&%
Bρ
Bt ´ E
y Bρ
Bx ` E
x Bρ
By “ 0 ,
´∇ ¨∇φ “ ρ ,
with
$&%ρp0, x, yq “ ρINpx, yq ,φpt, x, yq “ 0 on BΩ . (30)
Physical quantities conserved by the model are the total mass and energy
Mptq :“
ż
Ω
dxdy ρpt, x, yq “
ż
pΩ dsdθ |det JF ps, θq| pρpt, s, θq ,
Wptq :“
ż
Ω
dxdy |Ept, x, yq|2 “
ż
pΩ dsdθ |det JF ps, θq| |pEpt, s, θq|2 .
(31)
These integrals are computed using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature points and weights mentioned in section 3.
We define the relative errors for the conservation of the invariants (31) as
δMptq :“ |Mp0q ´Mptq||Mp0q| , δWptq :“
|Wp0q ´Wptq|
|Wp0q| . (32)
Before describing the numerical tests considered for this model, we present our time-advancing strategy and
how we deal with the problem of defining an equilibrium density on complex mappings while initializing our
simulations.
6.1 Time integration
We present here two different time integration schemes, one explicit and one implicit, that may be chosen
according to the particular physical dynamics described by model (30). Both integration schemes are based
on a predictor-corrector procedure. In the numerical tests discussed in this section, the explicit scheme is our
default choice, because of its low computational cost. However, there are situations (as, for example, the test
case simulating the merger of two macroscopic vortices presented in section 6.4) where the dynamics described
by model (30) is such that the explicit scheme would require very small time steps in order to produce correct
results. Instead, the implicit trapezoidal scheme that we describe here has proven capable of capturing the
correct dynamics with much larger time steps, thanks to its symmetry and adjoint-symplecticity [36].
6.1.1 Second-order explicit scheme
The explicit time integration scheme is the second-order integrator described in [37, section 2.2]. Since it will
be used also for test cases involving point charges, we denote here again by ρSL and ρPIC the semi-Lagrangian
density and the particle density, respectively. Moreover, following the notation of section 4, we denote by
Xij :“ Gpηijq the pseudo-Cartesian coordinates of a given mesh point and by Xc :“ Gpηcq the pseudo-
Cartesian coordinates of a given point charge, respectively. The first-order prediction (superscript “pP q”) is
given by
.
X
pP q
ij :“ pJF J´1G q´1pηijq pApηijq , XpP qij :“Xij ´∆t .XpP qij , ηpP qij :“ G´1pXpP qij q ;.
XpP qc :“ pJF J´1G q´1pηcq pApηcq , XpP qc :“Xc `∆t .XpP qc , ηpP qc :“ G´1pXpP qc q .
We then compute the intermediate semi-Lagrangian and particle densities ρpP qSL and ρ
pP q
PIC and obtain the inter-
mediate electric potential φpP q by solving Poisson’s equation. Denoting by pApP q the corresponding intermediate
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advection field, the second-order correction (superscript “pCq”) is given by
.
X
pCq
ij :“ pJF J´1G q´1pηpP qij q pApηpP qij q ` pJF J´1G q´1pηijq pApP qpηijq , XpCqij :“Xij ´ ∆t2 .XpCqij , ηpCqij :“ G´1pXpCqij q ;.
XpCqc :“ pJF J´1G q´1pηcq pApηcq ` pJF J´1G q´1pηpP qc q pApP qpηpP qc q , XpCqc :“Xc ` ∆t2 .XpCqc , ηpCqc :“ G´1pXpCqc q .
For point charges, this second-order scheme is equivalent to Heun’s method (improved Euler’s method [38]).
6.1.2 Second-order implicit scheme
The implicit time integration scheme is based on the implicit trapezoidal rule and it will not be used for test
cases involving point charges. We denote again by ρSL the semi-Lagrangian density and by Xij :“ Gpηijq the
pseudo-Cartesian coordinates of a given mesh point. The second-order prediction (superscript “pP q”) is given
by XpP qij :“Xpkqij and ηpP qij :“ G´1pXpP qij q, where the k-th iteration is computed as
.
X
pkq
ij :“ pJF J´1G q´1pηijq pApηijq`pJF J´1G q´1pηpk´1qij q pApηpk´1qij q , Xpkqij :“Xij´∆t4 .Xpkqij , ηpkqij :“ G´1pXpkqij q ,
with Xp0qij :“ Xij and ηp0qij :“ ηij , provided that |Xpkqij ´Xpk´1qij |2 ď τ2, where the tolerance τ is defined as
τ :“ τA ` τR |Xij |, for given absolute and relative tolerances τA and τR. We then compute the intermediate
semi-Lagrangian density ρpP qSL and obtain the intermediate electric potential φpP q by solving Poisson’s equation.
Denoting by pApP q the corresponding intermediate advection field, the second-order correction (superscript
“pCq”) is given by XpCqij :“Xpkqij and ηpCqij :“ G´1pXpCqij q, where the k-th iteration is computed as
.
X
pkq
ij :“ pJF J´1G q´1pηijq pApP qpηijq`pJF J´1G q´1pηpk´1qij q pApP qpηpk´1qij q , Xpkqij :“Xij´∆t2 .Xpkqij , ηpkqij :“ G´1pXpkqij q ,
with Xp0qij :“Xij and ηp0qij :“ ηij , provided that |Xpkqij ´Xpk´1qij |2 ď τ2.
6.2 Numerical equilibria
Defining an equilibrium density ρ and a corresponding equilibrium potential φ for the system (30) becomes
non-trivial on domains defined by complex non-circular mappings, such as (2) and (3). In the case of circular
mappings, any axisymmetric density independent of the angle variable θ turns out to be an equilibrium for
the transport equation in (30). For more complex mappings we follow the numerical procedure suggested in
[39], and references therein, to compute an equilibrium couple pρ, φq. The equilibrium is determined by the
eigenvalue problem of finding pσ, φq such that ´∇ ¨∇φ “ σ fpφq, with given f such that f 1pφq ‰ 0 in some
limited domain. Given initial data pσp0q, φp0qq, the i-th iteration, with i ě 1, is computed with the following
steps:
1. compute ρpiq :“ σpi´1qfpφpi´1qq;
2. compute φpiq˚ by solving ´∇ ¨∇φpiq˚ “ ρpiq;
3. if a maximum value φmax is given, compute cpiq by setting cpiq :“ φmax{||φpiq˚ ||L8 ;
if a maximum value ρmax is given, compute cpiq by solving cpiqfpcpiq ||φpiq˚ ||L8q “ ρmax{σpi´1q;
4. compute pσpiq, φpiqq :“ cpiq pσpi´1q, φpiq˚ q.
The iterative procedure stops when |σpiq´σpi´1q| ď τ , for a given tolerance τ . The eigenvalue problem does not
have a unique solution, but the algorithm is expected to converge to the ground state, that is, the eigenstate
with minimum eigenvalue. Figure 5 illustrates, for example, the equilibrium obtained in this way for fpφq “ φ2
and ρmax “ 1 on domains defined by a circular mapping and by mapping (3) with the parameters in (5).
6.3 Numerical test: diocotron instability
As a first test we investigate the evolution of the diocotron instability on a domain defined by a circular mapping.
From a physical point of view, this corresponds to studying a non-neutral plasma in cylindrical geometry, where
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Figure 5: Numerical equilibrium density ρ obtained with fpφq “ φ2 and ρmax “ 1 on disk-like domains defined
by a circular mapping (left) and by mapping (3) with the parameters in (5) (right).
the plasma particles are confined radially by a uniform axial magnetic field with a cylindrical conducting wall
located at the outer boundary [40]. Following [4], we consider the initial density profile
pρp0, s, θq :“ pρ0psq ` pρ1p0, s, θq :“ #1`  cospmθq s´ ď s ď s` ,0 elsewhere . (33)
This corresponds to a θ-independent equilibrium pρ0 (an annular charged layer) with a density perturbation pρ1 of
azimuthal mode number m and small amplitude . The linear dispersion relation for a complex eigenfrequency
ω reads [4]ˆ
ω
ωD
˙2
´ bm ω
ωD
` cm “ 0 , (34)
where ωD is the diocotron frequency (ωD “ 1{2 in our units), and bm and cm are defined as
bm :“ m
«
1´
ˆ
s´
s`
˙2ff
` ps`q2m ´ ps´q2m ,
cm :“ m
«
1´
ˆ
s´
s`
˙2ff “
1´ ps´q2m‰´ «1´ ˆs´
s`
˙2mff “
1´ ps`q2m‰ .
If 4cm ą b2m, then the oscillation frequencies resulting from (34) form complex conjugate pairs. The solution
with Imω ą 0 corresponds to the diocotron instability and describes how rapidly the electric potential grows.
The quantity of interest, in this regard, is the L2-norm of the perturbed electric potential
||φ´ φ0||L2 :“
dż
Ω
dx dy rφpt, x, yq ´ φ0px, yqs2 “
dż
pΩ dsdθ |det JF ps, θq|
”pφpt, s, θq ´ pφ0ps, θqı2 ,
where φ0 denotes the equilibrium electric potential and the integration is performed again on the Gauss-Legendre
quadrature points and weights. In order to represent the initial density in the finite-dimensional space of tensor-
product splines, we modify (33) by a radial smoothing to avoid discontinuities:
pρp0, s, θq :“ pρ0psq ` pρ1p0, s, θq :“
$’&’%r1`  cospmθqs exp
„
´
ˆ
s´ s
d
˙p
s´ ď s ď s` ,
0 elsewhere ,
(35)
with s :“ ps` ` s´q{2 and d :“ ps` ´ s´q{2. If the smoothing layer is small enough, we can still rely on the
analytical result obtained for the dispersion relation in the case of the sharp annular layer (33). The numerical
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Figure 6: Numerical simulation of the diocotron instability: L2-norm of the perturbed electric potential.
results have been verified against the analytical dispersion relation for a perturbation with azimuthal mode
number m “ 9 and amplitude  “ 10´4. The numerical growth rate is in good agreement with the analytical
one, Imω « 0.18, for the time interval 20 À t À 50, which corresponds to the linear phase. At time t « 50,
the system enters its non-linear phase. The simulation is run with n1 ˆ n2 “ 128 ˆ 256 and ∆t “ 0.1, with
the explicit time integrator described in section 6.1.1. Additional parameters defining the initial condition (35)
have been set to s´ “ 0.45, s` “ 0.50 and p “ 50. Numerical results are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. For
the conservation of mass and energy we get
max
tPr0,70s
δMptq « 5.8ˆ 10´4 , max
tPr0,70s
δWptq « 1.8ˆ 10´3 .
The time evolution of the relative errors on these conserved quantities is shown in Figure 8. Figure 7 shows
that in this test case nothing significant happens in the region close to the pole. The effect of using C1 smooth
polar splines in such situations is not particularly evident, but they do ensure continuity of the advection field
responsible for the transport of ρ (the electric field) everywhere in the domain. Moreover, pseudo-Cartesian
coordinates reduce to standard Cartesian coordinates, as the physical domain is defined by a simple circular
mapping. The interest of this test case lies primarily in the fact that it provides the valuable possibility of easily
verifying the implementation of our numerical scheme by comparing the numerical results with an analytical
dispersion relation.
6.4 Numerical test: vortex merger
In the context of incompressible inviscid 2D Euler fluids, we simulate the merger of two macroscopic vortices
by setting up initial conditions qualitatively similar to those described in [5, section 3]. Unlike the diocotron
instability, the interest of this test case lies primarily in the fact that the relevant dynamics occurs in a region
close to the pole of the physical domain. We consider an equilibrium ρ0 obtained with the numerical procedure
described in section 6.2 with fpφq “ φ2 and φmax “ 1, and perturb it with two Gaussian perturbations,
ρp0, x, yq :“ ρ0px, yq ` ρ1p0, x, yq
:“ ρ0px, yq ` 
ˆ
exp
„
´px´ x1˚ q
2 ` py ´ y1˚ q2
2σ2

` exp
„
´px´ x2˚ q
2 ` py ´ y2˚ q2
2σ2
˙
,
with amplitude  “ 10´4, width σ “ 0.08 and centered in px1˚ , y1˚ q “ p`0.08,´0.14q and px2˚ , y2˚ q “ p´0.08,`0.14q.
The time evolution of the initial perturbation ρ1 is shown in Figure 9. The simulation is run with n1 ˆ n2 “ 128ˆ 256
and time step ∆t “ 0.1, with the second-order implicit time integrator described in section 6.1.2. The explicit
time integrator would require in this case very small time steps in order to capture the correct dynamics. Two
different aspects play a role in the choice of the time integrator for this particular test case. On the one hand,
the error in the integration of the characteristics, which scales with ∆t2 for the second-order explicit scheme
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Figure 7: Numerical simulation of the diocotron instability. From left to right, from top to bottom: contour
plots of the density ρpt, x, yq, the electric potential φpt, x, yq and the electric energy density |Ept, x, yq|2 at times
t “ 0 (beginning of the simulation) and t “ 50 (end of the linear phase).
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Figure 8: Numerical simulation of the diocotron instability: time evolution of the relative errors on the total
mass (left) and energy (right).
described in section 6.1.1, must not be larger than the amplitude of the perturbation on the advection field
caused by the density perturbation. In other words, for the explicit scheme, the choice of the time step would
be dependent on the amplitude  of the density perturbation. On the other hand, committing an error in the
integration of closed trajectories (as it would be when using the explicit scheme even for stationary advection
fields) seems to disrupt the dynamics, preventing the simulation from correctly predicting the merger of the two
macroscopic vortices. For the conservation of mass and energy we get
max
tPr0,10s
δMptq « 2.8ˆ 10´9 , max
tPr0,10s
δWptq « 4.9ˆ 10´9 .
The time evolution of the relative errors on these conserved quantities is shown in Figure 10. The results of a
convergence analysis of the numerical results while decreasing the time step are shown in Table 4, where ∆ρ
denotes the difference between the vorticity ρ and a reference vorticity obtained by running a simulation with
time step ∆t “ 0.1{16.
∆t ||∆ρ||L8 Order maxt δMptq Order maxt δWptq Order
0.1 3.04ˆ 10´5 2.84ˆ 10´9 4.92ˆ 10´9
0.1{2 8.44ˆ 10´6 1.85 1.42ˆ 10´9 1.00 2.47ˆ 10´9 0.99
0.1{4 2.05ˆ 10´6 2.04 7.14ˆ 10´10 0.99 1.22ˆ 10´9 1.02
0.1{8 4.12ˆ 10´7 2.32 3.46ˆ 10´10 1.05 6.08ˆ 10´10 1.01
Table 4: Convergence in time of the numerical results for the vortex merger with respect to reference results
obtained with time step ∆t “ 0.1{16. The mesh size n1 ˆ n2 “ 128 ˆ 256 is kept fixed in this convergence
analysis.
6.5 Numerical test: point-like vortex dynamics
We also investigate the dynamics of point-like vortices (or point charges) on a non-uniform equilibrium, following
the discussion in [11]. The numerical tests presented in this section show that the numerical approaches
suggested in this work can be applied straightforwardly in the context of particle-in-cell methods. This makes
our numerical strategy interesting also for numerical codes based on such methods, as for example many codes
developed for the simulation of turbulence in magnetized fusion plasmas by means of gyrokinetic models [41–44].
The examples discussed here can be considered as limit cases of usual particle-in-cell simulations, as we will
include only one single point-like vortex (or point charge) in the system. Since our strategy turns out to work
well for this extreme scenario, we do not expect issues when dealing with the usual case of large numbers of
particles. The point-like vortex contributes to the total charge density as described in equation (24). Moreover,
the position of the point-like vortex is evolved following the same advection field p´Ey, ExqT responsible for
the transport of ρ. Integration in time is performed with the second-order explicit scheme described in section
6.1.1. For a domain defined by a circular mapping, we consider an equilibrium vorticity of the form
pρ0psq :“ #1´ 1.25 s s ď 0.8 ,0 s ą 0.8 ,
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Figure 9: Numerical simulation of the merger of two vortices: contour plots of the vorticity perturbation
ρ1pt, x, yq at different times.
identical to the one considered in [11, section IV]. Figure 11 shows the local stream lines of the advection field
near positive and negative point-like vortices at the initial time in a rotating frame where the point-like vortices
are initially at rest. This is obtained in practice by rotating given coordinates px, yq at time t as
x1 :“ x cosp´ωtq ´ y sinp´ωtq ,
y1 :“ x sinp´ωtq ` y cosp´ωtq ,
and by transforming the advection field p´Ey, ExqT to the rotated field pEy`ω y,Ex´ω xqT , where ω “ 0.3332
represents the angular velocity of the background at t “ 0 and s “ 0.4. Figure 12 shows results for a point-like
vortex of intensity q “ ˘0.0025 at the initial position s “ 0.4 and θ “ 0, again viewed in a rotating frame. Time
is here normalized as t1 “ 0.1668 t (as in [11], where t1 is denoted as T ). The results shown in Figure 12 are in
agreement with the ones shown in Figures 7a and 10a of [11]. As explained in [11], positive point-like vortices
drift transverse to the shear flow, up the background vorticity gradient, while negative point-like vortices drift
down the gradient. Figure 13 shows the time evolution of the radial position of the vortices, in agreement with
the results shown in Figures 7b and 10b of [11]. The simulation is run with n1 ˆ n2 “ 256ˆ 512 and time step
∆t “ 0.005. The time step is chosen small enough to resolve the oscillations due to the self-force experienced
by the point-like vortices. Moreover, the computational mesh needs to be finer than the previous test cases in
order to capture correctly the complex nonlinear dynamics of the interaction between the point-like vortices
and the background vorticity. For a rough comparison, the vortex-in-cell simulations discussed in [11] require
as well a large computational rectangular grid of size 1025 ˆ 1025. Special techniques may be used to reduce
self-force effects on non-uniform meshes (or even unstructured meshes) [45], but they are not considered in this
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Figure 10: Numerical simulation of the merger of two vortices: time evolution of the relative errors on the total
mass (left) and energy (right).
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Figure 11: Local stream lines of the advection field near positive (left) and negative (right) point-like vortices
in a rotating frame px1, y1q.
work. For the conservation of mass and energy we get
max
t1Pr0,5.838s
δMpt1q « 6.9ˆ 10´6 , max
t1Pr0,5.838s
δWpt1q « 8.4ˆ 10´3
for the positive point-like vortex and
max
t1Pr0,5.838s
δMpt1q « 6.9ˆ 10´6 , max
t1Pr0,5.838s
δWpt1q « 7.3ˆ 10´3
for the negative point-like vortex. The time evolution of the relative errors on these conserved quantities is
shown in Figure 14. Similar simulations on mapping (3), initialized with an equilibrium vorticity obtained with
the numerical procedure described in section 6.2 with fpφq “ φ2 and ρmax “ 1, show the same qualitative
behavior: a positive point-like vortex drifts towards the center of the domain, while a negative point-like vortex
drifts towards the boundary (Figure 15). The final time t “ 35 corresponds to the normalized time t1 “ 5.838
considered before. For the conservation of mass and energy we get
max
tPr0,35s
δMptq « 1.6ˆ 10´5 , max
tPr0,35s
δWptq « 6.9ˆ 10´3
for the positive point-like vortex and
max
tPr0,35s
δMptq « 3.6ˆ 10´6 , max
tPr0,35s
δWptq « 5.7ˆ 10´3
for the negative point-like vortex. The time evolution of the relative errors on these conserved quantities is
shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 12: Dynamics of a positive (top) and negative (bottom) point-like vortex on a domain defined by a
circular mapping: contour plots of the vorticity at times t1 “ 0 and t1 “ 5.838 in a rotating frame px1, y1q.
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Figure 13: Time evolution of the radial position of a positive (left) and negative (right) point-like vortex.
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Figure 14: Dynamics of a positive (top) and negative (bottom) point-like vortex on a domain defined by a
circular mapping: time evolution of the relative errors on the total mass (left) and energy (right).
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Figure 15: Dynamics of a positive (top) and negative (bottom) point-like vortex on a disk-like domain defined
by mapping (3) with the parameters in (5): contour plots of the vorticity at times t “ 0 and t “ 35.
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Figure 16: Dynamics of a positive (top) and negative (bottom) point-like vortex on a disk-like domain defined
by mapping (3) with the parameters in (5): time evolution of the relative errors on the total mass (left) and
energy (right).
7 Conclusions and outlook
We presented a comprehensive numerical strategy for the solution of systems of coupled hyperbolic and ellip-
tic partial differential equations on disk-like domains with a singularity at a unique pole, where one edge of
the rectangular logical domain collapses to one point of the physical domain. We introduced a novel set of
coordinates, named pseudo-Cartesian coordinates, for the integration of the characteristics of the hyperbolic
equation of the system. Such coordinates are well-defined everywhere in the computational domain, includ-
ing the pole, and provide a straightforward and relatively simple solution for dealing with singularities while
solving advection problems in complex geometries. They reduce to standard Cartesian coordinates in the case
of a circular mapping. Moreover, we developed a finite element elliptic solver based on globally C1 smooth
splines [27]. In this work we considered only C1 smoothness, but higher-order smoothness, consistent with the
spline degree, may be considered as well. We tested our solvers on several test cases in the simplest case of
a circular domain and in more complex geometries. The numerical methods presented here show high-order
convergence in the space discretization parameters, uniformly across the computational domain, including the
pole. Moreover, the techniques discussed can be easily applied in the context of particle-in-cell methods and
are not necessarily restricted to semi-Lagrangian schemes, which were here discussed in more detail. The range
of physical problems that can be approached following the ideas presented in this work includes the study of
turbulence in magnetized fusion plasmas by means of Vlasov-Poisson fully kinetic models as well as drift-kinetic
and gyrokinetic models, and turbulence models for incompressible inviscid Euler fluids in the context of fluid
dynamics.
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